1. Introduction. A compound of two binary quadratic forms /i(#i, yd and/ 2 (x 2 , y 2 ) is a third form f(x, y) such that f(x, y) =*fi(xi, yi)f*(xz, y 2 ) under a primitive bilinear transformation x = p!X!x 2 + p2Xiy 2 + pzy \x 2 + P*yiy2, y = gixi# 2 + q2Xiy 2 + q*y 1X2 + qtyiy*.
The fundamental problem of this theory is to determine a compound of two given forms and the transformation under which the relationship exists.
This problem has been considered f by Gauss, Arndt, Dedekind and others. The method of DedekindJ was based upon a correspondence between forms and moduls in an algebraic field, composition of forms corresponding to multiplication of moduls.
The method of the present paper is also based upon a correspondence between forms and moduls. These moduls form a subclass of those considered by Dedekind in that only integral moduls are employed. These moduls in turn are in correspondence with matrices with rational integral elements, the greatest common divisor process corresponding to multiplication of moduls and hence to composition of forms. By this correspondence and the matric g. c. d. process of Châtelet, § the composition of quadratic forms requires but a small fraction of the time and labor required by previously known methods.
2. The Correspondence. Let 1, S be an integral basis for the quadratic field %(-\/ni). Then 0 2 = mif m = 2, 3 (mod 4), (Case 1) ; and 0 2 = d+rn', 4ra' = m -1 if m s 1 (mod 4), (Case 2). Let a, &, and k be rational integers, of which a and k are positive, such that
The general number a = aiX+a 2 y of the modul with basis
in Cases 1 and 2, respectively. We shall say that the form of determinant ± 1. Then /3 aiX+ce 2 F, and in Cases 1 and 2, respectively,
is a quadratic form which, by (5), is either properly or improperly equivalent to f(x, y). Since every basis of the modul can be reduced by a transformation of determinant +1 either to the basis (a, b + kd) or to the basis ( -a, b+kO), the form represented by any basis of the modul is properly equivalent either to the form (2) or to its opposite,
in Cases 1 and 2, respectively. However, the form g(x, y) can be represented by the matrix with a and k positive, so we need employ only matrices of type (3), or matrices which can be reduced to type (3) by a transformation of determinant +1.
Next, consider an irreducible form (6) f ( (1), whose existence we supposed, and this modul yields form (6). We wish to determine a necessary and sufficient condition that a matrix of positive determinant and having k as the positive g. c. d. of the elements of the second column, correspond to a quadratic form.
Let r be the matrix* ~\#» 0/' \m f 1/ for Cases 1 and 2. Consider first a matrix of type (3). In Case 1, let
Since ^T^O, we see that
is a matrix with rational integral elements, b 2 -k 2 m = 0 (mod a) and G is a matrix of a form. The proof for Case 2 is similar.
If G' is any non-singular matrix of positive determinant, then* G' = CG> where C is an integral matrix of determinant + 1, and G is a matrix of type (3). If G' is a matrix of a form, then G~G I G' is also a matrix of a form, whence, by the above proof,
where A' is a matrix with rational integral elements. Hence
where CAC 1 is also a matrix with integral elements. Since (8) also implies (7), we have proved the following theorem. 
where A is a matrix with rational integral elements.
* C. C. MacDuffee, Theory of Matrices, 1933, p. 32. 3. Product of Moduls. We define the second or 5-matrix of any algebraic number /3 = bi+b 2 6 to be the matrix 509) = W + i«r, where I is the identity matrix and Y is defined as above. The theorem which was proved* for ideal multiplication in a linear algebra holds for the multiplication of integral algebraic moduls. That is, if G\ and G 2 are the basis matrices of the moduls Mx= [ai, a 2 ] and M 2 = [/Si, @ 2 ], a matrix of the product modul M is a greatest common right divisor of GiS(jSi) and GiS(/3 2 ). We shall prove the following theorem. THEOREM 
A matric g. c. r. d. (of positive determinant) of GiSiPi) and GiS(f3 2 ) represents a quadratic form.
Let the two given matrices, representing forms /i(#i, yi) and fi O2, y2) be a-("°Y /aia 2 0 \ / 011Ô2 «1^2 \ G*S03i) = ( V G1SO8,) = ( ). \#i#2 k±a 2 / \bib 2 + kik 2 m b\k 2 + k\b 2 / By (9), comparing elements in the first row and second column on both sides of the matric equation, we see that 0 -qik. Since k^O, gi = 0, and by comparing elements in the first row and first column, we see that there exists an integer pi such that * Grace Shover and C. C. MacDuffee, this Bulletin, vol. 37 (1931 ), pp. 434-38. t A. Châtelet, Groupes Abêliens Finis, 1924 . [October, (10) 0i0 2 = pi&.
Also from (9) Dedekind has established* a correspondence between binary * Dirichlet, Zahlentheorie, 4th éd., §187. quadratic forms and algebraic moduls. The moduls we consider form a subset of those considered by Dedekind, but a subset which is very convenient from the computational standpoint.
Let the matrix G, given by (3), correspond to the form/(#, y). By the Dedekind theory, the algebraic number co = (b/a) + (k/a)6 satisfies the irreducible equation matrices to reduced forms, the element in the upper right corner being a 0, the form may be read directly from the matrix without reference to the modul it defines. For other forms of the matrix we can find the corresponding binary form from the norm of the general number defined by the matrix. In either case we have a simple and direct method for determining a compound of two given forms.
As an example, let us take fi(xi, yi) =5xi 2 +2xiyi+5y?, and /2(#2,3^2) =77xi + 20^2^2 + 2y 2 2 . Their discriminants are d\= -96 = 16( -6) and d 2 = -216 = 36( -6), so the forms are associated with the field g(V-6). Since -6 = 2 (mod 4), We note that 16(-6) = 4«ro = -24W and 36(-6) = -24& 2 2 , whence &i = 2, & 2 = 3. Then 
